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Excerpts from Memorialization & Commemoration Part 1: Discourse 
May 13th, 2021 

 
The following text are excerpts from the panel discourse of Part 1: Memorialization & 
Commemoration on 5/13/2021. 
 
Speaker’s full biographies and the event’s full recording and transcript will be up on the 
event page in the next two weeks.  

What have been your experiences with memorialization and commemoration? How has 
leading through those experiences impacted your broader approach to teacher/ 
educator leadership and/or your current work?  
 
shea martin (they/them) 
The way that it expands my view of recovery and healing and celebration of life in what's good.  
 
I also think about the toll and tax it takes on those who are doing the healing and holding the 
space. And so like many in this space, I unfortunately have had to be a person who's had to hold 
that space - not only for students that have passed away, but also for teachers, for family members 
of students.  
 
I think about right now I am running an online project for teachers called “The Anonymous Teacher 
Speaks Project” which is really just a board or a pad for teachers to share what they're feeling.  
 
When you create these spaces - you have your own intentions in mind.  When we are creating 
spaces, we always have some idea of what will happen in the space. Something that I’ve learned 
this year and the past few years of doing this work is that you can never predict what's going to 
happen in this space. No amount of training or experience can fully prepare you for what can 
happen in the space.  
 
It’s important to allow space for what may happen -  even if I have these grandiose plans.  
 
And then ensuring modes of accountability for myself to take care to be able to regulate to figure 
out how i'm holding the space and  how are we going to take care, before, during and after.  
 
Holding these spaces for commemoration and moralization is really important for communities, 
but it's also important to figure out ways to take care of ourselves. And to make sure that we're 
able to continue to do this work, which is a marathon unfortunately because this is a cycle and it 
keeps happening over and over and over again. 
 
The biggest thing that I've learned over the past year during hard grief with COVID, with George 
Floyd, with Palestine. It's always like, “Okay I'm going to hold the space and I'm going to make 
sure it happens, but also how am I going to take care and who’s going to hold me accountable 
for taking care of myself and my people”. 
 
Christina "V" Villarreal 
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The last student that I experienced loss with was May 5, 2013 at Castlemont High School. And that 
was the last time I helped to lead. By lead, I want to actually trouble that idea around lead 
because I was the assistant principal. And what that meant for me was, “How did I best leverage 
my role to ensure that I follow what the students, his best friends, his mother, his cousin who was 
there, need?” He was shot behind our school and when the ambulance did not arrive in time-as 
so often happens when young people are shot in deep East Oakland. So that being a part of the 
trauma that we had to figure out how to respond to it at a school in a way that honored his best 
friends those closest to him.  
 
What I learned in that situation that I continue to carry with me is in these situations there's no 
formula, there's no handbook in figuring out how to navigate. But I want to be very clear that my 
accountability has always been to the young people that I love and the communities that I belong 
to and never to the institutions, because these institutions were not built to love us, they still won't 
love us and they will never love on us. So when thinking about something like loss, trauma, and 
grief - to not rely on any handbooks, bureaucracies, policies, or institutions, but to really trouble 
them and to always follow the lead of the young people and the teachers who were closest to 
him.  
 
For example, when I think about what I was actually physically doing was ensuring and moving 
things structurally, to ensure that that memorial - the cheerleaders had an idea of what they 
wanted to do. The Polynesian students that wanted to do a haka dance specifically for him. Our 
job was to ensure I think our role in our responsibility was to ensure that they were able to honor 
him and continue. That's not something that's going to come from the district or from the principles 
of the school. Our responsibility and role was to ensure that they were able to honor him and 
continue. So every time I go home, I always go with one of his best friends to visit, to pay respects, 
and to show love.  
 
I've carried that into when I experienced my first loss in higher education when one of my students 
was killed instantly in a car accident flying back from California. And how dehumanizing this Ivy 
league institution was immediately in questioning my approach that I learned from my time 
teaching and learning with my youth in Oakland. Questioning like why I would stay in a hotel room 
at the funeral with my students to ensure that they were being loved on and that they were being 
cared for and having my house open at any time all hours of the day, and always making sure 
there was food. Our communities always have answers in these moments in the same way - like 
how Elijah’s mom wanted his diploma...there's no questions around that right? Like, period the 
end.  
 
Those are some of the lessons that I continue to carry in terms of who I feel accountable and 
remember love accountable to and who are not. 

As teachers and educator-researchers, what have you seen go “right” with 
memorializations and commemorations? What have been examples of experiences that 
feel like the design, process, and event was done justly?  
 
Tiffani Marie 
At Leadership High School, I think we've done a really beautiful job of centering particularly events 
like Dia de Los Muertos and institutionalizing it, hiring director of restorative practices, so that there 
are circles that are done normatively so that when there are events it's not this reactive thing that 
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we're doing - it's a normative part of our school community students have the language to engage 
meaningfully. There are several teachers who have altars in their classroom to honor ancestors 
and to invite particular energies into our space. I think one of the harder ones that I believe in this 
grief grief work particularly is acknowledging - which may seem like such a right turn - but is 
acknowledging school as a side of loss in general and, as a side of death.  
 
Let’s also acknowledge the histories of very literal violence in the loss that we have experienced, 
that Indigenous people have experienced in schools. So much of what we experience, I believe, 
are very reactive approaches to what we're a lot of fears called horizontal violence, and a lot of 
the funerals that we are attending are those set of rivalries where our children are being murdered. 
It's very specific forms of violence often that permeate our school communities that we are 
responding to.  
 
But what I've seen right in particular communities is an engagement of what folks also call vertical 
forms of violence. The types of white supremacy settler colonialism concentrated poverty that are 
the cause of what we are constantly grieving. And so, in that approach, in that framework and 
engaging both: “grief and grieving is the settlers, as well” and so what we've shared in previous 
meetings is that there's probably been too much focus and attention on very particular bodies 
doing the grieving leading these processes and not enough of those who are benefiting greatly 
from vertical forms of violence, who are doing that grief work.  
 
And so what I've seen done well is an engagement of both and there's a normal thing of language 
around grief language, around loss and acknowledgement of us working in grave sites, every 
day, and then what it means to hold and it's been mentioned already is space for accountability 
for other folks to join into that grieving themselves. 
 
shea martin (they/them) 
So when I think about what goes right or what seems like a just moment -  I think about what Tiffani 
said about naming and acknowledging that sometimes schools can be spaces of grief or of 
violence that are unsafe. So, thinking about if I am in a space like this, how can I ensure that what 
I am doing and what will happen will seem or feel safe to students. And I know that I have worked 
in a lot of spaces and a lot of schools that consistently did harm to students who are often the 
ones who are grieving.  
 
I think one of those things that I feel I’ve done in the past is naming that and acknowledging it- so 
naming the harm that is consistently done and saying okay like this is how we are existing and this 
is where we are existing in this in this space...how then can we create spaces of safety, of healing 
in a school system and institution that has been historically traditionally unsafe for students that 
look like us right.  
 
There are pockets of safety, pockets of security for students, and so it may be that the institution 
that we work in is unsafe or not a sound space for our students and for us. But we can create 
pockets and I often think about “how can I create a pocket?” For commemoration and 
memorialization: work with students.  
 
Something that V was talking about was actually listening to students and communities. And 
sometimes I think institutions have a handbook right: this is what you should do when this happens. 
But actually listening to students - so listening to kids and hearing how they want to formally do 
something, but then also informally right. My favorite student was killed and gunned down in June 
2019 in Florida; with his best friend the next year I went down and we got tattoos together. “What 
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does a kid want to do, what do kids want to do to make sure that this is something that is 
meaningful to them?” Because oftentimes I think what schools and districts create does not feel 
meaningful to the community. And what I’m doing in this space is allowing kids the opportunity to 
connect and engage that are multifaceted and that honor different different modes of 
engagement and different modes of grieving and the moralizing commemorating is really 
important.  
 
Allowing silence. I can get uncomfortable and I feel like you know, allowing just the space for 
silence and for processing.  
 
Something that is really important for me when thinking about holding space or commemoration 
and realization is allowing the conversation to continue. And I think that that's really important, 
especially right now thinking about healing in the long term. A lot of times institutions will have an 
event or will have this week, and then once you're done two months down the road a kid or 
teacher falls apart and you're like “oh like I don't know what happened, why are they acting this 
way?”  
 
How can we create or adapt language in space for conversations to continue long term to show 
and help kids understand that healing that grieving, that memorializing someone in their life is a 
long-term process and a lifelong process? 
 
Even if you don't get everything right, if you can help students and teachers and families 
understand that the conversation is going to continue and allow you know the space for a year, 
two years from now and sit in that moment. If you know down the road, people are able to 
acknowledge and continue that conversation and know that healing is okay. I think that that is 
the most just that we can do. 
 
If you know down the road people are able to acknowledge and continue that conversation and 
know that healing is okay, and I think that that is the most important thing that we could do. 
 
Alex Shevrin Venet 
Let’s also  talk about what goes wrong, or what makes memorialization hard. 
 
Who gets to define when something is a crisis? Adults name it as the crisis or certain adults name 
it as the crisis. But there's always a crisis happening for somebody in the school community. It could 
always be the worst day of someone's life in the school community and because I didn't call that 
the crisis doesn't make it not a crisis.  
 
One of the most powerful communities that I've been in for holding space for grief have been 
those where there was a routine or a structure built in. Literally every single day for people to just 
show up as their full selves at this alternative school I worked out, we had Circles every single day 
with kids we had circles regularly with faculty and staff. We had a structure where, if something 
bigger was bubbling up for a lot of people, we could call a special circle called making meaning, 
where we would gather and really dig into something with the kind of a structure we all knew how 
to pick up. 
 
It’s really powerful, because then it takes the ability to define crises away from just the people with 
certain job titles and it puts that with everybody. And where I've seen things go most wrong is 
where communities are not set up in ways that honor people's humanity or that treat people as 
humans.  
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Losing students in Higher ED...there's not a strong sense of community among faculty there's not a 
strong sense of community amongst students and faculty because faculty are constantly turning 
over and students aren't don't feel like they're part of a community, and so I had a former student 
die a couple months ago I found out because I happen to see the obituary in the local paper I 
literally never heard anything from my institution, even though he had been in my class just the 
previous semester. There was nothing there was just literally nothing there was nothing at all for 
that Community and and, in some ways, you know. 
 
Leora (she/hers), Session Moderator & SCRR Project Director 
What you just offered was bringing up this experience that I had when I was coaching a high 
school in Los Angeles. The new principal could not figure out why everyone was flaring during 
November, could not figure it out why teachers and students were flaring. And someone had to 
remind the new principal that there had been three students who had been killed this time this 
season for many years, but because there was a new administration that that understanding and 
empathy that holding had been lost, there had to be a reminder there's a reason why. 
 
All of us who've worked in schools, we can feel it in the air. You can feel it in the air, the season of 
absence and loss. 
 
There was a colleague of mine who worked at the school, who had a moment of silence held not 
just moment elongated moments of silence for the whole school community stood and held. No 
matter who it was not naming necessarily a specific person, but all of the collective last just to hold 
that space. 
 
And I just want to name, again, the purpose of this particular conversation is to center educator 
and administrator voice which have historically not been a part of those policy creations, and so 
part of us right now is doing that bridging between the students, educators and the policies that 
exists so here's the question to everyone and i'm going to ask for you to keep your offerings. 
 
Sticky elements of memorialization and commemoration: Some believe there should 
never be physical or permanent murals or markers of a specific student, because it 
creates the potential for some students’ lives to be memorialized, and perhaps not others. 
It also brings up hard discussions of which types of loss we memorialize (e.g. gang/gun 
related violence, death by suicide… the disenfranchised deaths).  
 
What are your thoughts?  
 
Beth "Silb" Silbergeld (she/her/hers) 
I was thinking about the phrase used earlier around “structural witnessing” and the ways in which 
young people and staff have been memorialized is through their stories.  
 
When I started as a teacher here I learned about a student who had passed away the year before 
from cancer. Her illness was very visible in the school and her passing was felt by many students 
and many, many teachers, so I knew, even though I didn't know her I knew her circle of peers, 
where I knew who the teachers were that were there, and you know they were carrying it.  
 
We've used professional development and story sharing to really center the folks that we've lost 
and make sure that when people are coming in, they know their names, we use them to talk about 
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who they were in the school our failures to meet their needs to name them the as readers as 
scholars, as people who brought great joy and that leaves aside their the cause of their death.  
 
To make sure that [the stories] are held, that I’ve heard, I think that's hard when there's turnover. Is 
who if that's the methodology to memorialize folks then as their as turnover and, as there is 
distance created between who knew those people intimately and who loved them and hearing. 
Is who if that's the methodology to memorialize folks then as their as turnover and, as there is 
distance created between who knew those people intimately and who loved them and hearing. 
Like Tif said, folks do things in their classroom to honor our ancestors, but we don't have murals, we 
don't have trees or stones. We thought about it. I'll also say there's a cost involved. I hate to be 
that person and, but I think that's a piece. At what point do we say we are going to invest in this 
and and and then the upkeep of it and figuring out what's what's the long term approach. 
 
shea martin (they/them) 
Whenever I see “best practices,” I also want us to acknowledge best practices by and for whom 
and and thinking about what voices are included and erased in creating those best practices and 
thinking about how those best practices.  
 
Show up in communities where trauma and grief is an everyday occurrence and trauma and grief 
is so deeply ingrained in one's existence. When we're talking about this right there's like so much 
nuance and that's why we're you know we're having the discussion, but I think a lot of times when 
you see people need this or that in the concrete.  
 
A lot of best practices are the guidelines. But community, families, students, teacher educators, 
and administrator voices aren't taken into consideration and a lot of times like there's so much 
turnover that I'm wondering also like. Are they being updated? And are there other best practices 
that were established in 2019? It's now 2021 and we're in a pandemic right, so how have we shifted 
since then? So just thinking about like they are responsive and are they inclusive do they  
 
Center the voices in on the margins of voices that are living in grappling with grief and trauma and 
death every single day. 
 
Christina "V" Villarreal 
There are guidelines and policies, and I want to clarify I wasn't saying completely blow them off. I 
was saying that my role in a leadership role, I have a responsibility to to follow the guidance of the 
wisdom of the community, that I am there to serve and be in solidarity with. And if that is in conflict 
with the policies that are in place, then my job is to navigate and or disrupt or dismantle interrupt 
or possibly help to change those policies to ensure they are trauma informed and culturally 
responsive.  
 
And same for policies at one point right the policies and guidelines that were in place that quite 
literally excluded every single one of us on this panel from the positions that we currently hold in 
schools, like it was illegal for us. To all of us, literally here at one point.  
 
That and those policies had to be changed, and they weren't changed by the people, created 
them, they were chained they were changed by the people who resisted them and refuse to be 
dehumanized by them and so oftentimes when I like I pulled up because to go to this question 
and I don't take a little time, but it was Richie Bennett's class that created the mural and that same 
year in June and that painted on the school and so, in that sense right again something that was 
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led by students. I wanted to support that. His community wanted at that time and they led that 
and they found and created opportunities for the resources to memorialize them in a way that 
felt authentic and that honored their grief and their mourning. 

What might be ways we can partner with families, students and communities to 
design and create memorials? To lead commemorations in the years after?  
 
Tiffani Marie 
I don't know exactly how I feel around young people having to lead. These ceremonies in these 
practices and on an ongoing basis, I have a lot of grief around that and sometimes there's this 
really weird out that I see adults talking like “Oh, they know what to do so let's let them lead,” 
which actually takes away from the fact that a lot of adults are very uncomfortable sitting in certain 
discomfort or very uncomfortable. That's also a privilege in and of itself to even be able to be 
uncomfortable, but I think what's also really important to note is that most if not all of our 
communities and our Indigenous practices have.  
 
A lot of times it's just really weird connection between the kids that are named and labeled “off 
the hook” in schools and then you go to these wakes and memorials, and these are the same kids 
who are often leading really important practice outside, and of course we know that's part of the 
subtractive nature of schools in that we don't honor.  
 
A few years ago now, we lost Milan and she was violently murdered, and you know, and it was 
something that a lot of folks knew about, and it was such a challenging time because I think so 
we were it was it was summer break right, we were already. 
  
It was July 2018 and I was about to head out of the country. That was a time that we had to rely 
upon greatly the young people and so we're kind of trying to do all this work and making sense of 
Milan’s murder. And I think that was the extent of the work that we needed to do in this space 
and what really happened was our young people knew how to inform each other, they knew 
how to show up for each other, and it was like 400 500 people. who came and that wasn't a result 
of our organizing and our leadership, but that was our young people who, and you know there 
were all these. 
 
Things that we needed to prepare- around security and having that many people in the space- 
there were no problems, because we know how to show up for each other, we know how to grieve 
together. 
 
And really it was a matter of in that instance of us working harder to create the container for it and 
moving out of the way for them to do what. Their bodies know how to do what their communities 
have taught them to do, and more times than not it's about us moving out the way, but I don't 
want to be careful, on how I'm saying that so that folks don't feel excused from the work. Doing 
this work and doing it in meaningful ways so that again part of this conversation is responsive, but 
I think so much of our grief work is reactive, in that the greatest leaders and folks normalize this 
work. 
 
Students are in their classrooms, in their practice in their lives, they are sitting with others who are 
suffering. And they are empathetic and they also have, I think a much healthier relationship to 
grief. And not seeing it always as this bad thing that day [of the funeral]... I think that celebration 
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was confusing for some staff members, because there was a lot of laughter, there was a lot of joy 
and folks were like “this [the joy] is not supposed to happen.” But joy and laughter is a part of grief 
in many of our cultures and our practices and so young people were instrumental in getting folks 
there in leading and modeling really what it means to balance joy and pain in their testimonies 
and their experiences. 
 
So much of our work was about moving aside, so that they can blossom in those ways. 
 
Leora (she/hers), Session Moderator & SCRR Project Director 
Let’s note that commemorations can actually feel very joyful, can feel very celebratory and 
that's oftentimes not what we think of when we think of the memorialization and 
commemoration. 
 
How do we partner with students, families and communities in this work? 
 
Beth "Silb" Silbergeld (she/her/hers) 
I just think that just recognizing that Instagram will often inform people that someone has passed 
and that adult depending on what networks were part of we might get the “is this for real” text 
right with the screenshot.  You know, and then it becomes our work to either reach out to you 
know reach out to the family. In Milan’s brutal murder, her mother was murdered with her. That 
was my first phone call until I learned that Rose was gone too, so I think that piece on Instagram is 
how folks will know what's happening. I think the other piece is social media: it is the reminder of 
the healing as it continues and other opportunities to come together. 
 
Oriana Ides (she/hers), session moderator/SCRR Field Coach 
In my experience I've always consulted with family and considered them and their needs, but it 
can be a really important and powerful time for them to just show up they're doing a lot of work 
outside of whatever we're planning to plan for their family and their greater community. That is 
pretty taxing on their energy and their spirit and so, for them to be able to show up and just to 
receive is a gift. And to learn different sides of their young person, it has always felt like a gift that 
they've experienced and family members are incredibly grateful for it. 
 
How do we memorialize and commemorate COVID 19 and the impacts of either literal 
loss or this collective experience that we've had anniversaries etc, AND then how has 
this dynamic of virtual dispersed shifted, changed and created opportunities for us to 
hold space differently? 
 
Alex Shevrin Venet 

I think a lot of what we have already named about the importance of not defining the crisis 
ourselves about doing that delicate work of following the leadership of us well not forcing them 
to lead, instead of being able to be kids who are being taken care of by the adults in their lives, 
you know all those things apply, but I think that it's just so to me with COVID 19, it's just so important 
to recognize that truth that grief is grief, but not all grief is the same, and you can't collapse this 
complexity into one thing and that.  

As people do memorials about COVID 19 or things like that, I mean some people literally lost, you 
know their family members died, their loved ones died. Some people are grieving more abstractly 
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about experiences that didn't happen or changes to their lives and the tricky thing is right that, 
like both of those types of grief are valid they're both really valid and.  

Grief is grief, but not all grief is the same, and you can't collapse this complexity into one thing 
and that. As people do memorials about Kobe 19 or things like that, I mean some people literally 
lost, you know their family members died, their loved ones died. Some people are grieving more 
abstractly about experiences that didn't happen or changes to their lives and and the tricky thing 
is right that, like both of those types of grief are valid they're both really valid and they are not the 
same experience and those those two people grieving are probably not going to have their 
needs, met in the same way. And so I just really urge people to be so cautious about sweeping 
statements about saying things like back to normal about saying “Oh well, that happened and 
now we're over it.” 
 
shea martin (they/them) 
A lot of times we try to lump everything together and we try to say things like “hey like we're all 
gonna talk about grief, you know the things that we've lost or we've missed during this time.” It 
can start this weird Olympics of “I did this, or I lost it I lost this more” and that you know, whatever 
it is. Or it can make people feel like well everyone just thinks that their grief is as bad, you know as 
bad as mine, or better or worse than mine.  
 
I think that grieving during this time and trying to hold space or in this time has been interesting 
only because people can connect across lines, in different communities, and so I think a lot of 
times when we're grieving or trying to hold space...now we are not limited but we kind of do it in 
a similar fashion, like in the community here. Whereas you know online I've been able to create 
spaces with like Black educators around the country right and people have opted into that 
because of this isolation. But I also think in the same way right isolation has been difficult and so 
we've been having to figure out ways to be.  
 
This moment has invited us to dream beyond what we know to create spaces and hold those 
spaces. This idea of “back to normal” was oppressive for so many people. What does “going back 
to normal'' mean when you've lost a loved one? 
 
Something that we intend to name is that people have been dying and losing a lot of things 
throughout the year. And it has been life changing and it's not related directly to the pandemic 
and So how do we hold space for that is something that I think we have to reckon with and 
reconcile because, as we move forward. 
 
Let’s talk about safety (emotional safety and physical safety). What are the things that 
you consider when creating space for memorialization in commemoration? For 
example,trauma informed communication and messaging, how you create a plan of 
action for certain events, things to consider, etc. 
 
Tiffani Marie 
We have thousands of years of wisdom around sitting with people around their suffering. It is not 
something they can easily learned. 
 
What this work involves is practicing and experimentation, unfortunately, because of the types of 
practitioners, who are in schools, programs are not grounded in practice, so all this is experimental 
at the expense of children and communities.  
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I come from the Black Church, which means to be ready for whatever is about to happen in that 
space as it relates to grief and memorials, and so what I why my eyes went that way is I was 
thinking about what it means to norm, the study of grief work what it means to norm, the practice 
of acknowledging suffering of being accountable to other people's pain.  
 
Doing this work with teachers should be a national project, but I think for that to even be taken 
seriously, the country as a whole has to acknowledge what it has done so we've got a long, long 
way to get there. 
 
Alex Shevrin Venet 
How do we show up for this? What are some missteps that we want to avoid, or do's and don'ts? 
In my own personal experience when my mother died, two years ago I just really was stunned by 
how just by how much I avoided ever thinking about death and grief prior to that and then since 
then, how I experience everybody else's avoidance and how people. How much we don't want 
to talk about death.  People don't want to engage in real conversations, people don't want to 
joke about it, even though it's part of life and people who are grieving... we’re funny! We got jokes 
about it!  
 
As an educator, you have to handle your own stuff about a whole variety of things in order to show 
up for kids. In my former school, every single day, we would have a morning huddle that was 
about you know any logistics coming up during the day, but then also if we got word of anything 
that happened. We used the morning huddle to do a check in and see if we were grounded and 
to say, “You know what actually i'm not grounded I need to tap out of this work with this student. 
I need somebody else to support me.”  Students, family members die. That morning huddle was 
really important. 
 
Also, students may not mourn or grieve the same way we do. As an adult, I need to say my own 
stuff is my own stuff and I need to be here for what this person actually needs from me. There is the 
“ring model'' where you put your resources toward the person closest to the loss, and I think that 
we need the structures in schools to do that. 
 
Beth "Silb" Silbergeld (she/her/hers) 
Also, there is a racialized component to the work. Who is going to outreach to the family, first that 
doesn't mean they're the only person who should. This is a place to be uncomfortable. These are 
the moments to recognize that maybe the last time you spoke to that parent wasn't great. As a 
principal,  it's your call to make even if it's that unless someone has already done it. And, activate 
your team.  
 
There will be mistakes and, at times, we plan memorials where families don't come. And that’s ok.  
 
Christina "V" Villarreal 
This needs to be woven into how you already are at school, so if you haven't done anything, then 
something happens, then it is reactive, and I think how much of everything that happens in school 
is reactive. What brought me into teacher education was that I felt everything was so reactive, 
and I wanted to get to teachers before they even got into classrooms. 
 
It's all relational work. All of this is relational work. When it comes to the families and it's like “well, 
not what the protocol says,” you will have some deep work to do. 
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Also, let’s go back to over relying on certain staff to lead this work and having disproportionate 
labor- who's performing that labor? Everybody actually can have a role to play. 
 
What are the different gifts that each of you bring so that when a crisis happens you activate your 
agency in ways that are compatible with who you already are on an everyday basis and then it's 
just not oh you're doing something out of character? 
 
What are our gifts, what are ways we can amplify our gifts in the work, always, and during sharp 
moments? 
 
Chat box takeaways of the “gifts of this discourse” 

● Be gentle with you minds, bodies, and hearts ❤ 
● Scatter joy 
● Considerations for best practices for memorialization, commemoration, and grief work was 

very meaningful. (supporting people impacted by school violence and murder previously 
- and supporting some folks currently with pandemic grief) 

● Thank you everyone for all the invisible/visible labor that made this possible. 
● Allow students a space to heal and be "in the moment" 
● Create and adapt language to continue long-term 
● collaboration with students and community vs manual 
● your responses to crisis should be aligned and authentic to who you are 
●  thinking about the cultural issues. 
● Knowing the gifts of each member of teams and activating those gifts during moments of 

need. 
● Moving from reactive work to pro-active trauma informed work. 
● Pockets of safety 
● That the community can decide what a crisis is. And there be space for people to continue 

to grieve and be supported. 
● lived experience and policy have to work in tandem 
● follow the leadership of young people without forcing them to lead when they really need 

to be held & taken care of --> really struck me. 
● Deeper understanding for this work 
● This was informative, helpful and much needed 
● Whenever I've grieved collectively with family, everybody knows their role because there’s 

a solid foundation of love. and recognition of intergenerational/ancestral practices to tap 
into. 

● How can a staff member, non-admin, help change a school that may be generally 
“reactive”….? 


